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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE 

Rural Health Innovations (RHI), LLC, is a subsidiary of the National Rural Health 

Resource Center (The Center), a non-profit organization. Together, RHI and The 

Center are the nation’s leading technical assistance and knowledge center in rural 

health. In partnership with The Center, RHI enhances the health of rural 

communities by providing products and services with a focus on excellence and 

innovation. RHI is providing technical assistance (TA) to the Rural Health Network 

Development grantees through a contract with the Federal Office of Rural Health 

Policy (FORHP). 

The aim of strategic planning effort is to identify deliberate paths for effective 

change that will move an organization from today’s environment toward its vision.  

The purpose of this Project Strategic Plan Guide is to support Rural Health Network 

Development grantees in understanding: 

• Commitment to a shared vision as a key to effective strategic planning 

• The dynamic and iterative nature of the strategic planning cycle 

• Four key components of a strategic plan for a network’s grant project 

• Specific tools for developing an effective strategic plan  

The outcome of using this guide will be a completed strategic plan for a network that 

includes documentation of a shared vision, an environmental analysis of blocks and 

levers, a projects strategic objectives and communication plan.  

The audience of this Project Strategic Plan Guide for Rural Health Network 

Development Programs grantees includes the network leaders of rural health 

networks. This guide is designed as part of a toolkit that also includes a template 

and sample documents. 
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GLOSSARY 

The following are terms you will find throughout the strategic plan materials, which 

are based on the Baldrige Performance Excellence Framework. (National Institute of 

Standards and Technology, Baldrige Performance Excellence: 

http://www.nist.gov/baldrige). 

Alignment: A state of consistency among plans, processes, information, resources 

decisions, workforce capability and capacity, actions, results and analyses that 

support key organization-wide goals.   

Approach: The methods your organization uses to carry out its processes.  

Goals: Future conditions or performance levels that your organization intends or 

desires to attain.  

Governance: The systems of management and controls exercised in the 

stewardship of your organization.  

Effective: How well a process, or a measure, addresses its intended purpose.  

Key: Major or most important; critical to achieving your intended outcome.  

Mission: Your organization’s overall function. 

Partners: Key organizations or individuals who are working in concert with your 

organization to achieve a common goal or improve performance.  

Results: Outputs and outcomes achieved by your organization.  

Stakeholders: All groups that are or might be affected by your organization’s 

actions and success.  

Strategic objectives: The aims or responses that your organization articulates to 

address major changes or improvement, competitiveness or social issues and 

service advantages. 

Vision: Your organization’s desired future state. 
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GETTING STARTED WITH STRATEGIC PLANNING 

The work of strategic planning provides a means for building stakeholder consensus 

on the vision of the network and the objectives that will drive change. Following are 

questions to consider as preparation for developing and writing a strategic plan.   

What are the benefits of writing a Strategic Plan?  

A strategic plan is the end result of an intentional planning effort. Peter Drucker, a 

management thinker from the ‘50s and ‘60s, said, “The best way to predict your 

future is to create it.” The goal of strategic planning is to articulate the paths that 

will create the desired future. Strategic planning provides a focus for a network and 

a process of determining the key areas to work on that will move a network toward 

its vision and fulfill its purpose. The strategic planning process will create a road 

map for completion of the grant project leading toward success.  

There are new stakeholders at the table that were not a part of developing the grant 

goals and strategies. Going through a strategic planning process will engage their 

support and participation. Doing strategic planning will validate the goals and 

strategies developed during the grant application process.  Another aspect to 

consider is the situation or environment may have changed since writing the grant 

application.  A strategic planning process will allow the opportunity to make needed 

adjustments. 

Strategic plans serve a purpose for both internal and external audiences. 

• Internal readers will use the strategic plan as a reference for decision making 

and a guide or roadmap for meeting challenging changes. 

• External readers will use the strategic plan to gain a better understanding of 

the network’s focus, direction and strategies to make decisions such as 

funding or membership. 

Which planning framework, traditional strategic planning or logic 

model, is appropriate for my network? 

There are different approaches to or frameworks for strategic planning.  Each has its 

strengths and best applications.  Each person, or network, may have their favorite 

approach. The framework selection is based on the preference of the network 

leadership. We find the Traditional Strategic Planning framework tends to fit the 

network environment better. This guide includes language based on the Traditional 

Strategic Planning framework.  

The descriptive language and terms may vary between frameworks or approaches. 

Whichever planning framework is selected, be consistent with the language 

throughout the planning and documentation process. No matter what methodology 

you use, look at the definitions put forth in this guide and find the terminology in 
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your method that applies. For example, if you use the logic model your “impact” 

translates nicely to what the traditional approach calls goals, the 

“outcomes” translates to objectives and “outputs and activities” translate to 

initiatives in the traditional approach. Feel free to use terms like impact, outcomes, 

outputs and activities. It does not matter what you call it, just so you are consistent 

throughout your work.  

Who should be involved? 

The Center and RHI have developed resources describing the importance of 

collaboration in transforming health care. During this time of rapid change within the 

health care landscape and the movement toward population health, rural health 

networks have a unique and critical opportunity to bring stakeholders together from 

both health-care-based organizations and community-based organizations.   

The list of stakeholders invited to participate in the strategic planning process will 

vary depending on the network’s unique characteristics. Consider carefully the 

stakeholders who can bring information and understanding of the environment and 

who can help strategically consider changes to move from the current reality toward 

the vision. 

 

Collaboration: We are better together.  
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What are the benefits of a shared vision? 

When developing an effective strategic plan, commitment to a shared vision is the 

first, critical step.  A vision identifies the “achievements” of the network’s aspirations 

and therefore acts as a beacon for the network.   

Peter Senge, of the MIT Sloan School of Management and author of the 

organizational development book The Fifth Discipline, views organizations as 

dynamical systems in a state of continuous adaptation and improvement. This 

thinking identifies that having a shared vision pulls a network toward its vision. The 

ongoing operations, when guided by strategic objectives, constantly adjust and work 

to realize the achievements identified by the vision.  

In other words, strategic planning is effective when it has a destination to aim for, 

which is the shared vision of the network’s achievements and aspirations. 
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What is the Strategic Planning Cycle? 

The dynamic and iterative environment of planning, communicating, operationalizing 

and adapting describes a strategic planning cycle.   

Robert Kaplan and David Norton, business management writers and thinkers of the 

1980’s, studied organizations to figure out why some succeeded while others did 

not. They discovered that successful organizations approached planning in a holistic 

way. Based on their study and their discovery, they devised a planning methodology 

called the Balanced Scorecard. One of the key aspects of the Balanced Scorecard 

planning methodology is the strategic planning cycle: Analyze & Plan, Document and 

Communicate, Execute the Plan and Monitor & Adjust. 

 

Walking through the basics of strategic planning, we’ll use a baseball team as an 

analogy to help better understand the terminology. 

Before a team even begins to analyze or plan, some basic aspects of existing as an 

organization need to be in place: their mission, values and vision.   

Mission = What do we do? For our analogy, we are playing baseball. 

Values = How do we want to behave? Our baseball team wants to play fair and play 

competitively. 

Vision = What do we want to achieve or become as a network? Our baseball team 

has agreed they all want to win the biggest trophy while rallying the most devoted 

and enthusiastic fans in the league. 

In this strategic planning guide, we are jumping into the strategic planning cycle at 

the Analyze & Plan phase, where strategies are developed using information from 
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the environment. The intention is for the strategies to leverage what is going well 

and address those aspects of the environment that are blocking progress toward the 

vision. For our baseball team, a game plan is established using strategies such as:  

increase ticket sales, utilization of effective training programs, entertain the fans 

with our athleticism and showmanship, effective implementation of game strategies 

and foster a positive culture.  

In continuing the strategic planning cycle with our baseball team to be successful, 

there is more strategic efforts to be completed. The next phase is communicating 

the mission, values, vision and strategies to the players and staff as well as with all 

the stakeholders involved in the team’s effort to achieve its vision. The goal of the 

communication phase is to engage all involved so that everyone understands: 1) 

what the network is aiming to achieve and 2) the agreed upon paths for getting 

there.  

A critical phase for the team’s success is to operationalize the strategies by creating 

and executing key initiatives, such as improved processes for ticket sales, ensuring 

the stadium infrastructure is functioning and meeting expectations of the players, 

coaches and fans. Lastly, to address an ever-shifting environment, the team must 

both monitor progress toward the strategic objectives and key initiatives to be able 

to adjust to the challenges of change while advancing towards their vision of winning 

the biggest trophy while rallying the most devoted and enthusiastic fans in the 

league. 

Why is it important to engage in the complete cycle?  

We recommend starting at the Analyze & Plan phase where the strategic objectives 

are identified and agreed upon. The next step is to communicate the strategic 

objectives throughout the network and to its partners. Identify the key initiatives 

that set your network’s strategies into motion and execute work plans.  Monitoring 

progress quarterly and adjusting annually starts the cycle over again.  Completing 

this cycle annually is a best practice of a healthy network.  

Each time through the strategic cycle, the network is not at the same place as it was 

in the previous cycle.  If one pictures a Slinky®, it is a circle, but the top of the 

circle is at two different points.  As a network goes through the strategic planning 

cycle it learns, grows, makes changes and leaves the cycle at a new place of 

experience, capacity and maturity. Engaging the strategic planning cycle allows the 

network to adapt to the ever-changing environment and best stays on course to 

achieve the shared vision, the desired future of the network. 
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STRATEGIC PLAN COMPONENTS 

Rural Health Network Development Grant Projects 

This guide provides support to networks in developing a project strategic plan based 

on the following four components: 
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Network Purpose, Shared Vision and Project Goals 

This section provides a high-level overview of the network’s history, members and 

mission, and states the shared vision and primary grant goals. It sets the context for 

the strategic planning efforts. When writing your strategic plan, a narrative of the 

following elements are typical for this section:  

History: The information in this section provides the reader with context for the 

network’s activities and infrastructure. A brief overview of the main points and 

significant achievements is an appropriate level of detail for the strategic plan. 

Members: Listing the key partners participating in the network will help illustrate 

collaborative achievements, demonstrate the level of community commitment and 

convey the scope of the project. Also, consider including the location or service area 

of each partner, type of organization and network role. 

Mission: A mission statement articulates your network’s purpose for being and the 

network’s values. The mission will describe how the network will achieve its vision in 

relation to specific objectives and customer needs. 

Shared Vision: A vision statement, or list of vision “achievements”, expresses your 

network’s aspirations. It outlines where your network aims to be in the next two-to-

three years, acting as a beacon for your grant goals.  (If your network does not 

have a vision, please contact RHI for tools to assist in developing a vision.)  

Goals: List your primary grant goals.  These are the future conditions, or 

performance levels, that your network intends or desires to attain through the life of 

the grant; these can be found in the grant application. These goals act as your 

beacon for identifying project strategic objectives. 

It is critical for the network’s project goals to have full commitment from 

leadership, staff and stakeholders in the early steps of planning. See the 

Facilitation Guide for Project Strategic Planning (Page 18) for 

assistance in conducting a project goals check-in discussion. 
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Environmental Scan and Analysis 

This section reviews significant characteristics of the network’s internal and external 

environment in terms of key blocks and strengths of the network.  

It is important within the Analyze and Plan phase of the strategic planning cycle to 

take the time to study the environment in which the network is functioning. It is in 

this effort, and analysis, that the network can identify the aspects of its environment 

that will assist in reaching the vision of the network and those issues that are the 

blocks to achieving the shared vision.   

When writing your strategic plan, a summary of the environmental data and findings 

from the environmental analysis is included. This may be done in narrative format, 

with a visual or a combination of both. 

Environmental Scan 

Below is a checklist of suggested environmental scan information to gather in 

preparation for rural health network strategic planning. This is not an exhaustive or 

required list but rather meant to prompt thinking in preparation for strategic 

planning. 
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Suggested Environmental Scan Data: 
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Environmental Analysis Findings  

There are many approaches for designing and completing an environmental scan 

analysis for effective strategic planning. The key is to use a participative process 

that provides all stakeholders with an opportunity to consider the environmental 

information and seek the underlying barriers and opportunities that will inform their 

strategic thinking.  

See the Environmental Scan Analysis section in the Facilitation Guide for 

Project Strategic Planning (Page 23) for one approach to using a 

consensus-based method that gathers many ideas and highlights the key 

environmental levers and blocks to consider for developing strategic 

objectives. 
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Strategic Objectives 

This section identifies the two-to-three year strategic objectives that will move the 

project toward its goals. At this point, two paths that can be taken: 

• Use the goals and objectives in the grant application and do a “check in” on 

them to make sure they are still applicable 

• Start the planning process with a ‘blank slate’ for the primary benefit of 

enlisting support from the new stakeholders at the table that were not a part 

of developing the grant goals and strategies. This approach also is a way to 

check-in to make sure the goals and objectives in the grant application are 

still on target given your changing environment.  

Whichever path you chose to follow, listing and communicating the agreed-upon 

strategic objectives is the primary purpose of the strategic plan.  The strategic plan 

will also show how the objectives relate to and are aligned with the shared vision of 

the network and project goals. Therefore, it is important to make it easy for both the 

internal and external reader to see the alignment of the strategic objectives with the 

goals of the project and the vision of the network.  The Project Strategic Plan 

Template for Rural Health Network Development grantees and the Project Strategic 

Plan Samples for Rural Health Network Development Grantees gives you examples 

of how to do this.  
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Strategic Objectives: The paths for moving a network toward the project goals.   

• A best practice of strategic planning is utilizing the environmental scan and 

analysis to prepare the planning participants for strategic thinking. 

• A participative process is a key to building consensus among stakeholders 

and identifying meaningful strategic objectives. This is significant for 

networks while it furthers relationships and builds trust and understanding 

among the network partners. 

• Strategic objectives focus on achieving the vision and grant goals of the 

network while addressing the identified blocks and taking advantage of the 

identified strengths.  

• Typically, strategic objectives look out two-to-three years toward the vision.   

• It is helpful for the strategies to be written following the SMART acronym: 

Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Timely. 

• Depending on a network’s governance structure, the strategic objectives are 

finalized when approved by the network’s governing body. 

• There are many approaches to identifying and prioritizing strategic 

objectives. The path you chose, either doing a check-in on the applications 

goals and objectives or starting with a ‘blank slate’, sends you in a different 

direction.  

o If you chose to start with a ‘blank slate’ see the Facilitation Guide 

for Strategic Planning (Page 24) for the Strategic Objectives 

Facilitation Guide -  a workshop that uses a consensus-based method 

to gather many ideas and group those ideas into similar strategic 

objectives.  

o If you chose to use the application goals and objectives it is important 

to do a check in with all the stake holders. See the Facilitation Guide 

for Strategic Planning (Page 25) for the Strategic Objectives Check-

In Facilitation Guide. 

Alignment 

It is important, both for the internal and external readers, to see that the project 

objectives are in alignment with the mission and vision of the network.  That the 

work of this project does indeed fit with the work of the network.  See the 

Facilitation Guide for Strategic Planning (Page 27) for the Alignment with Vision 

and Mission Facilitation Guide.  
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Communication Plan for Strategic Planning 

The communication plan section details how the mission, vision and strategic 

objectives are communicated throughout the network and partner organizations. 

This communication plan, within the Strategic Plan, is only for the plan and analyze 

a portion of the cycle.  (The communication plan’s scope in the evaluation plan will 

be for the entire strategic planning cycle.) It is a plan for intentionally and 

purposefully communicating the network shared vision and purpose, the 

environmental analysis and approved strategic objectives to partners and 

stakeholders. This is a key step for building commitment and accountability in 

achieving the strategic objectives. Consider the audience, channel, timeline and 

parties responsible for each message within the plan. In the Project Strategic Plan 

Template for Rural Health Network Development grantees, you will find a chart that 

may be helpful. If you do use narrative, limit the narrative in this section to no more 

than one page. 

Communication Plan Components:  

• What: Identify key information of the strategic plan, i.e. mission, vision 

and key strategies 

• Audience: Identify specific audience, i.e. program staff, board members, 

member organization staff, potential partners, funders, community 

members, etc. 

• How: Identify specific mode(s) of delivering information, i.e. in-person, 

network board meetings, email, website, SharePoint, phone, formal 

reports, discussion, planning retreats, social media, etc. 

• When: Identify frequency for providing information, i.e. ad hoc, monthly, 

quarterly, in-person only, as requested, etc. 

• Who: Identify the person(s) responsible for communication accuracy, 

timeliness, frequency, etc. 

 

It’s often valuable to create visual representations of the objectives and progress for 

use in your communications, including tools such as a Strategic Objective Map (page 

7 of the Project Strategic Plan Template).  This is something Kaplan and Norton 

recommend in their Balance Score Card work.  We are including an optional 

template for use in the Project Strategic Plan Template for Rural Health Network 

Development grantees.  
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Next Steps 

Taking a second look at the strategic planning cycle, you will see three elements of 

the Analyze and Plan phase have been completed.  Part of the initial planning is 

determining what is going to be measured to show progress toward your project 

goals and how that is going to be done, known as your evaluation plan. There will be 

a communication element and monitoring component to your evaluation plan as 

well.  

Plans in the Strategic Planning Cycle 

 
Analyze and Plan 

• Network purpose and shared vision  

• Environmental scan and analysis  

• Strategic objectives 

• Evaluation measures and plan to adjust and monitor (Evaluation Plan)  

Communicate  

• Communication Plan for the entire life of the cycle (Strategic, 

Evaluation and Marketing Plan)  

Operationalize  

• Operationalizing the strategic objectives with key initiatives (Work 

Plan)  

Monitor and Adjust  

• Monitoring and adjusting (based on the work in Evaluation Plan)  

 

As project implementation moves forward you will continuously be going 

around this cycle. Make sure to consider how you will do a thorough look at 

and possibly revision of your strategic plan during year three. This will carry 

the network into year four and five.    
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FACILITATION GUIDE FOR STRATEGIC PLANNING 
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FACILITATION GUIDE FOR STRATEGIC PLANNING 

The following materials are intended to provide support in designing and leading 

strategic planning events that include discussions and workshops with network 

stakeholders. The facilitation conversations and workshops are based on the 

Technology of Participation Focus Conversation and Workshop methods. These 

methods center on participative values and group decision-making facilitation 

principles. The goal of the following tools is to provide network leaders with ways to 

engage stakeholders through meaningful discussion and problem solving for 

effective strategic planning. This guide contains the following 10 facilitation tools: 

Strategic Planning Design and Agendas 

1. The first agenda illustrates a single event designed for five-to-seven hours of 

presentation, discussion and planning.  

2. The second agenda breaks the planning elements down into five one-to-two 

hour sessions. 

Shared Vision and Project Goal Check-In 

3. Your network has an established vision. It is important to revisit the vision 

through an intentional check-in and commitment discussion before moving 

forward with strategic planning. The same is true of your project goals.  

o Reaching agreement on and commitment to the network vision and 

project goals is a critical component in creating meaningful strategic 

objects.  

o The participants will gain an understanding of and comfort with the 

network vision.  

Environmental Scan Analysis Workshop  

4. After the environmental scan data has been presented, the planning 

participants will engage in a discussion to analyze the data. Through this 

conversation, participants will identify the key levers and blocks the network is 

facing as it works to achieve the network vision.  

o Find key levers and blocks, both internal and external, which will be 

incorporated into the development of strategic objectives. 

o Feel confident that the key leverage points and underlying blocks have 

been identified to consider strategic options. 
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Strategic Objectives Workshop 

Participants will gain consensus on the strategic directions that will provide 

pathways for the network work to move toward its vision.  

o Reach group consensus on strategic objectives that address levers and 

blocks and that will move the network toward its vision. 

o Agree that the identified strategic objectives are doable and will provide 

guidance to the organization over the coming two-to-three years 

Chose one of the following facilitations.  

5. Strategic Objectives Facilitation Guide – full 120-minute workshop – for 

starting with a blank slate to gain commitment of entire group to move 

forward together.  

6. Strategic Objectives Check-In Facilitation Guide – 60-minute workshop to be 

used for a check-in on the objectives in the grant application.   

7. A chart to help facilitate the conversation in the Strategic Objectives Check-In 

conversation.  

Alignment with Vision and Mission Discussion 

8. After reaching consensus on strategic objectives, participants will engage in a 

discussion to ensure alignment of the objectives with the vision and mission of 

the network.  

o Confirm alignment of new strategic objectives with network vision and 

mission 

o Gain understanding of and comfort with the new network strategic 

objectives relative to the network’s vision and mission 

 

Communication and Measurement Exploration 

9.  Before leaving the event, it is helpful for participants to know what the next 

steps are and what the information just generated will be used for. This 45-

minute conversation includes elements to be used for the communication plan 

in this document and the beginning steps of the evaluation plan.   

o What does success look like?  

o How are we going to communicate the strategic planning work to 

stakeholders?  

Closing  

10.It is always helpful to wrap up the events work and to bring the group to 

conclusion. This 10-minute facilitation will help draw the workshop to a close.  
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1. Strategic Planning Agenda: Single-Day Event 

 

[Rural Health Network] 

Strategic Planning Event 

[Date and Time] 

[Location City, State] 

 

9:00 – 10:00 a.m. 

• Welcome, Introductions and Agenda – 30 min 

o Network Director 

o Planning Facilitator 

• Strategic Planning Overview and Methodology (presentation available from 

RHI) – 30 min 

 

10:00 – 12:30 p.m. 

• Strategic Planning – Part I 

o Vision and Project Goal Check-In and Commitment –30 min  

o Environmental Scan (presentation – see pages 12-13 of this guide) – 

30 min  

o Environmental Analysis to Prioritize Levers and Blocks – 90 min 

 

12:30 – 1:15 p.m. 

• Lunch 

 

1:15 – 3:45 p.m. 

• Strategic Planning – Part II 

o Strategic Objectives Workshop – 120 min or  

Strategic Objectives Check – In Discussion - 60 min 

▪ Strategic Objectives Crosswalk with Levers and Blocks chart 

o Alignment of Strategic Objectives with Mission and Vision – 30 min 

 

3:45 – 4:30 p.m. 

• Communication and Measurement Exploration – 35 min 

o What does success look like? 

o How are we going to communicate today’s work?  

o Board/Advisor Approval Process for next board meeting 

• Planning Event Conclusion and Closing – 10 min 
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2. Strategic Planning Agenda: Multiple-Day Sessions 

 

[Rural Health Network] 

Strategic Planning Event 

[Date and Time] 

[Location City, State] 

 

Session 1: (45-60 min) 

• Agenda and Introduction – 15 min 

• Strategic Planning Overview and Methodology (presentation available from 

RHI) – 30 min 

 

Session 2: (60 min) 

• Review Results of Session I – 15 min 

• Vision and Project Goals Check-In and Commitment– 30 min 

 

Session 3: (120- 150 min) 

• Review Results of Sessions I-II  – 30 min 

• Environmental Scan (presentation – see pages 12-13 of this guide) – 30 min  

• Environmental Analysis to Prioritization of Levers and Blocks – 90 min 

 

Session 4: (120 min) 

• Review Results of Sessions I-III – 20 min 

• Strategic Objectives Workshop – 120 min or  

Strategic Objectives Check – In Discussion - 60 min 

▪ Strategic Objectives Crosswalk with Levers and Blocks chart 

 

Session 5: (90 min) 

• Review Results of Sessions I-IV – 15 min 

• Alignment of Strategic Objectives with Mission and Vision – 30 min 

• Communication and Measurement Exploration – 35 min 

o What does success look like? 

o How are we going to communicate today’s work?  

o Board/Advisor Approval Process for next board meeting 

• Planning Event Conclusion and Closing – 10 min 
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3. Vision and Project Goal Check-In and Commitment  

Facilitation Guide: 30 – 40 Minute Discussion 
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4. Environmental Scan and Analysis 

Facilitation Guide: 90-Minute Workshop 
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5. Strategic Objectives Workshop 

Facilitation Guide: 120 Minute Workshop 
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6. Strategic Objectives Check – In Discussion 

Facilitation Guide: 60 Minute Discussion 
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7. Strategic Objectives Cross-walk with Levers and Blocks Chart 

To be used with “Strategic Objectives Check-In Discussion”  

** Prepopulate the objective row with the objectives from grant application. You may wish to use brief shorthand descriptions.  
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8. Alignment with Vision and Mission  

Facilitation Guide: 30 Minute Discussion 
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9. Communication and Measurement Exploration 

Facilitation Guide: 35 Minute Discussion 
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10. Planning Event Conclusion and Closing 

Facilitation Guide: 10 Minute Discussion 

  



 

 

 

STRATEGIC PLANNING RESOURCES 

For further research and guidance on the strategic planning process, we encourage 

you to explore these additional resources: 

Aim for Impact and Sustainability, Rural Health Innovations 

https://www.ruralcenter.org/rhi/network-ta/aim-for-impact  

Baldrige Performance Excellence Program: Health Care 

http://www.nist.gov/baldrige/publications/hc_criteria.cfm  

Business Model Canvas, Business Model Generation 

http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/canvas/bmc 

Integrating the Strategic Plan, Logic Model, and Work Plan, Evaluation 

Research Team  

http://www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/evaluation/pdf/brief5.pdf  

Program Evaluation Planning and Tools: Allied Health Workforce, Rural 

Health Innovations 

https://www.ruralcenter.org/resources/allied-health-program-evaluation-planning-

and-tools  

So Many Plans, So Little Time: Aligning and streamlining your planning 

efforts for long-term success 

http://oncenterblog.weebly.com/on-center-blog/-so-many-plans-so-little-

time?utm_source=Network+TA%3A+April+Newsletter+2017&utm_campaign=Netw

ork+TA+April+2017&utm_medium=email 

Strategic Planning Basics, Balanced Scorecard Institute 

http://balancedscorecard.org/Resources/Strategic-Planning-Basics  

Strategic Planning Process Outline, Center for Rural Health, University of 

North Dakota School of Medicine and Health Sciences 

https://www.ruralcenter.org/tasc/resources/strategic-planning  

Strategic Planning That Leaves You Smiling, Studer Group (webinar 

recorded 10/13/2014)  

https://www.studergroup.com/resources/news-media/articles/studer-group-to-

host-national-rural-health  

Strategic Planning That Works: Integrating Strategy with Performance, 

American College of Healthcare Executives (webinar series ACHE members: 

$530, Non-members: $605) 

http://www.ache.org/seminars/online_detail.cfm?PC=ONLSTPLAN 

 

 

http://www.ache.org/seminars/online_detail.cfm?PC=ONLSTPLAN
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